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What is Bureaucracy Index
Bureaucracy index was created by the Institute of Economic and
Social Studies – INESS. The goal is to establish a comprehensive list
and subsequent cost of bureaucratic burden in a national economy.
Bureaucracy Index is a simple and transparent
quantification of the proverbial “red tape”,
which is often mentioned by media, but
rarely in any quantitative terms.
In collaboration with experts from
different areas, INESS has identified
all the administrative tasks
required from a model company
by the state in the span of one
year. These tasks were assigned
time and financial estimates to
calculate the Bureaucracy Index.

Did you know?
An average entrepreneur
spends

140
hours

on
red
tape
in 2016

The economist and the author of the book
Bureaucracy, Ludwig von Mises, was born on September 29th. Therefore, we have decided to
establish the International Bureaucracy Day
on this date, and to publish annual results
for the Bureaucracy Index.

That translates
to almost one month
of bureaucracy per year

140
hours

Bureaucracy
is not costless

The Index aspires to be a moral
encouragement for entrepreneurs, accountants, administrators, lawyers, and all of those
who are forced to sacrifice the
precious time of their lives on the
altar of bureaucracy by filling out
of forms and documents.
Our ultimate goal is to turn
this commemoration into a big
international event.

Create your own version
The pilot version of Bureaucracy Index was created in
Slovakia. We aim to spread the idea worldwide
and enable international comparison of
bureaucracy burden, especially for
SMEs.
To achieve this goal, we are searching for
international partners, who would be
up for the challenge of creating their
national version of Bureaucracy Index.
There are several reasons to calculate
the Bureaucracy Index in your country.
You could:

What

would you
do with

● Get an audit of

the bureaucracy in the SME
sector, ending up with a great
detailed list, which can help you
in forming your future advocacy goals

140

additional spare
hours?

● G
● ain new contacts within the business sector
● P
● repare a great product to communicate – the media love

rankings and indices
● Become a part of an international effort

While the creation of your national Bureaucracy Index is not a trivial goal, it does not require
a background of a big and wealthy organization (e.g. Doing Business rankings).

to learn
more

Visit

bureaucracyindex.org/create
or SEND US AN EMAIL TO

martin.vlachynsky@iness.sk

The 2016
Slovak
Bureaucracy
Index
● Re
● leased on
● 1
● 1 media outlets

● P
● rime-time

75
17.5

September 29, 2016
attended the press
conference

Annual red tape
costs for an average
entrepreneur

EUR

1471.5

tasks

work days

EXPENSES

news coverage on
all 4 major Slovak
TV channels
● 2
● 8 stories about

the Index published
in Slovak media

See

TO Start a Business
28 additional tasks and
30.5 hours are required

bureaucracyindex.org for the 2016 Slovak results

Institute of Economic and Social Studies (INESS) is an independent, non-governmental, apolitical economic think tank established in 2005. As an independent organization,
INESS monitors the functioning and financing of the public sector, evaluates the effects of
legislative changes on the economy and society, conducts sector analyses and economic
policy recommendations; and comments on current economic and social issues.

